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In this paper an alternative to the numerical modelling approach, namely the linguistic 
modelling approach, will be analysed. Apart from a brief presentation of the main elements of 
the approach, the major part of the paper is devoted to the analysis of the dynamic behaviour 
of the linguistic model. The most important issue in this analysis is the problem of convergency 
of the mode! to some stable state. This convergency problem is treated from the point of view 
of a fuzzy relation matrix. Analytical results concerning the powers of a fuzzy matrix and fuzzy 
eigenvectors are 0i~c:~g~ed. 

Keywords" Linguistic model, Dynamic behaviour, Fuzzy relation matrix, Powers, Eigenvec- 
tors. 

1. Introduction 

The use of f:Jzzy set theory to model vague systems by means of a linguistic 
representation of that vagueness seems to be a very promising application of the 
theory of fuzzy sets. Contrary to the usual numerical models this linguistic 
modelling approach is based on linguistic variables and linguistic forms of 
inference. Until recently the approach has mainly been applied in the field of 
process contral. In these applications the human control operator's strategy 
consisting of a set of heuristic control rules which are linguistically expressed, is 
converted into an automatic control algorithm. These so-called 'fuzzy logic 
controllers' have been applied to a wide variety of both simulated and real 
industrial processes and promising results have been obtained especially with 
control systems which were 'difficult' in the sense of ordinary control theory. In 
this paper we will not pay attention to these fuzzy logic controllers. The 
mathematical model of this type of application is a restriction of the general 
linguistic model in that both the inputs and the outputs are taken as exact 
non-fuzzy quantities. Recent surveys of the fuzzy logic control approach can be 
found in [1,2]. Although one would think that this intrinsically vague and 
imprecise approach is better suited for the so-called 'soft sciences' rather than for 
the 'hard sciences' (like control theory), it was only very recently that the method 

* Paper presented at the fuzzy systems session of the Fourth International Congress on Cybernetics 
and Systems, Amsterdam, 23 August, 1978. 
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of linguistic modelling has been applied to model organization behaviour [3]. This 
first attempt was followed by an application of the method to model a social- 
psychological theory about power [4]. 

In all these applications the linguistic modelling approach is used as a simula- 
tion model, and in fact the only way of analysing the model is by running it on a 
computer. As opposed to the usual models in terms of linear differential or 
difference equations, suitable, tools for the mathematical analysis of this type do 
not yet exist. We feel that this is a serious weakness of the linguistic modelling 
approach° 

The main objective of this paper is to make a first approach at developing an 
analytical framework for this type of model. More specifically we are interested in 
the analy.vis of the dynamic behaviour o[ the linguistic model. This leads us to the 
analysis of the fuzzy relation matrix which is the next-state-transformation of the 
linguistic model. We will not dwell upon the analysis of the foundations of the 
linguistic model, such as the linguistic variables ana the underlyii~g fuzzy logic, 
which will be assumed as known. 

In this paper we will merely give a very brief presentation of the most general 
issues of the linguistic modelling approach, in order to show that the mathematical 
analysis has some practical relevance. For a more extensive introduction to the 
linguistic modelling approach where linguistic variables and fuzzy logic are 
emphasized, we refer to Kickert [5]. 

2. Linguistic modelling 

As stated above, in contrast to the numerous applications of the method of 
linguistic modelling to process control there exist only very few applications of the 
method ~,o 'soft sciences'. In both studies reported in [3, 4] the linguistic model 
was used as a simulation model. 

There is probably no need to dwell upon the advantages of simulation in  the 
modelling of complex dynamic systems. However, it is probably t:seful to br~,efly 
mention some disadvantages of many numerical computer simulation models, 
such as 'chose formulated by Harbordt [6]: 

rathe danger of 'model overstraining' by too rigorously reducing complexity, 
n t h e  danger of 'overstraining' the empirical data to fit the requirements ot 

precision, 
rathe danger of 'overinterpreting' the numerical results of the model, 
n t h e  danger of 'overstraining' all kinds of relationships, making them exact. 

usually by means of simplification, complexity reduction and approximation. 
These disadvantages can be added to the well-known disadvantages of any 

exact numerical mathematical approach. All variables and relationships have to 
be exactly known and precisely measured. The very existence of a theory of 
measurement may be proof that this often raises serious difiicult;.es. 

The linguistic modelling ~pproach overcomes one of the main difficulties, 
namely the requirement of nm~3erical precision, which requires lots of simplifica- 
tions and approximations. It is hoped that this modelling approach will prove 
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more reliable and significant because of their more approximate and less pretenti- 
ous nature. On the other hand it is clear that there exist some problems as to this 
more approximate and less pretentious nature, for fuzzy sets also require exact 
and mostly numerical definitions. A discussion of these problems--namely the 
semantics of fuzzy setsEfalls outside the scope of this paper (see e.g. [5]). 

Linguistic variables and approximate reasoning 

Linguistic models are based on two concepts: (a) linguistic representation of 
vagueness and (b) approximate reasoning. Regarding the linguistic representation 
of vagueness, all kinds of propositions, statements, relationships, variables and so 
on are often expressed in natural language instead of exact numerical qualifica- 
tions. Therefore it is not surprising that this form of vagueness has been 
investigated by fuzzy set theorists, as evidenced by the theory of linguistic 
variables [7]. 

The second foundation upon which linguistic models are constructed is the 
concept of approximate reasoning. Given the general definition of a system as a 
set of elements and a set of relationships, in linguistic systems the elements are 
linguistic variables and the relationships are fuzzy causal relationships. Approxi- 
mate reasoning seems to play at least as important a role as the use of linguistic 
vagueness. Reasoning with inexact concepts such as linguistic variables is an 
example of approximate reasoning. A theory has evolved around this concept 
which is usually called fuzzy logic [7]. As stated ill the introduction we will not 
take this issue any further here. For an introductory survey see [5] and for an 
extensive study [8]. 

The algorithm 

The development of the theory of linguistic variables and the theory of 
approximate reasoning makes it possible to build a model based on inexact 
namely linguistic information, a so called linguistic model. This approach starts 
from the most general definition of a system, namely as a tuple (A, R), where A is 
the set of elements of the system and R is the set of relationships between the 
elements of A. A fuzzy system will consist of fuzzy elements and fuzzy relation- 
ships and more in particular the fuzzy linguistic model consists of linguistic 
variables and linguistic causal relationships between these variables. These rela- 
tionships are expressed as linguistic rules in the form of linguistic implications 
such as" 'if a man is healthy he will live a long time' where the italicised words are 
imprecise linguistic values of some linguistic variables. Together with some 
linguistic implicand this linguistic implication will result in some linguistic conclu- 
sion: 

Socrates is very healthy 

healthy men live a long time 

(implicand) 

(implication) 

.'.Socrates will live a very long time (conclusion). 
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The mathematical body of the linguistic model directly follows from the defini- 
tions of fuzzy linguistic implication and the definition of the composition of fuzzy 
linguistic implicand with a fuzzy linguistic implication. A fuzzy implication of the 
form 'if A then B'  where A is a fuzzy set on X and B a fuzzy set on Y is defined 
as a fuzzy relation: 

~,,, ,a(x, y)= min[p,A(x); P,B(Y)]- 

The composition is defined as follows: given a fuzzy set A '  on X and a fuzzy 
implication A ~ B on X × Y, then the compositional rule of inference states that 
the result will be a fuzzy set B'  on Y defined by 

.u,a,(y) = max min[gA,(x); p,A~.a(x, y)]. 

However a system will usually not be modelled by only one linguistic rule: 'if A 
then B', but by several rules together: 'if A~, then B1, or else, if A 2 then BE, or 

e l s e . . . ,  if A.  then B, ' .  This is defined by interpreting 'or else' as the union of the 
constituent implications: 

#A.a(X, y) = max min[#A,(x) ;  #8,(Y)] 
i 

i=  1, 2 , . . .  n. 

In summary the factual mathematical body of the model is the following" 

Given a set of linguistic rules describing the system to be modelled: 

if A1 then B1, or, if Ae then B2, o r . . . ,  if A,  then B, 

and a linguistic input A'  to the model, then the inferred output B'  of the model 
will be: 

~a'(Y) = max min[~A. (x ) ;  max  min[~A,(X)" P.a,(Y)]] 
x i ' 

= max max min[tzA,(x);/~., , . ,(x);/xB,(y)] 
x i 

Together with the definition of the linguistic variables in terms of fuzzy sets the 
algorithm is complete. 

The need for analysis of the linguistic model 

One of the serious problems of simulation studies such as reported in [4] is that 
results become more and more fuzzy with each model iteration. The output of the 
fuzzy model tends to become very flat. This result is of course not surprising: 
feeding a fuzzy input into a fuzzy relationship will result in a still more fuzzy 
output. It makes long-term predictions impossible. In the simulation study [4] 
some solutions to the problem were tried out. Adopting a different set of 
definitions for fuzzy logic did not work. Sharpening the definitions of the 
constituent fuzzy sets seemed inappropriate from a semantical point of view. 

The solution that worked best was to insert a fuzzy--non fuzzy transformation 
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between successive model iteration. This reduced the algorithm to precisely the 
one used in fuzzy logic controllers. It is clear that such a serious problem should 
not be simply by-passed by attempting ad hoc solutions but should be thoroughly 
analysed. 

We hope to have shown how a very practical problem leads to the necessity of 
an analysis of the dynamic model behaviour. 

3. Mathematical analysis of the linguistic model 

In the previous section it was shown that the dynamic model behaviour needs to 
be analysed. In this section we will indicate some approaches to the problem. In 
order to make clear what the problem is, we briefly recall the essences of the 
linguistic model. 

The linguistic model consists of a set of rules, which are linguistic causal 
relations 

if A1 then B~, or, if A 2 then B2, or, . . . .  

Mathematically this comes down to a fuzzy relation R with 

R(x, y)= gR(x, y)= V y)= V [gA,(X)A gB,(y)] 
i i 

With a fuzzy input set, denoted by a(x), this gives a fuzzy output set b(y), defined 
by 

b(y)= V [a(x)AR(x, y)] 
x 

denoted by 

b=Roa. 

Given that the linguistic model is a dynamic one, the single-step model can be 
iteratively applied resulting in a model output b(n) at the nth step 

b ( n ) = ( R o ( .  " . ( R o ( R o ( R o a ) ) )  . . . ) = ( R o R o R  " . . o n ) o a  = R " o a .  

n ti'mes 

Thus formulated it is obvious that the analytical framework should center around 
the fuzzy relation matrix. 

It seems quite natural to start the study of the dynamic behaviour of the model 

b(n)=R"oa 

with the study of its foundation i.e. the matrixvector composition 

b=Roa. 

In particular, we treat the inverse problem (Section 3.1). We proceed with the 
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study of the ultimate behaviour of the model 

lira b (n) = lira R" o a 

where we are particularly interested in the possible convergence of the model 
output sequence 

• . .  b ( n - 2 ) ,  b ( n -  1), b ( n ) =  b(n  + 1)= b(n  + 2) . . . .  

We will approach this analysis from two sides, namely by first studying the powers 
o f  the relation matrix (Section 3.2) 

R "  = R o R "- !  

~o see whether and when they cenverge or oscillate. Notice that convergence of 
the power is directly coupled to the convergence of the model output, if 

R "-1 Rn  = R "+1 = R n + 2 - - "  • • then b "-~, bn= b "+~= b "+2= 
9 o l o • 

The second approach will be to study the fuzzy eigenvectors (Section 3.3) 

R o a  = a,  

that is, to study whether and when a fuzzy vector is a stable state, in other words, 
when a fuzzy vector is invariant under matrix composition. Notice that the 
convergent model output is a fuzzy eigenvector (stable state) 

b "-~ b" = b " + l = ' "  .'i • • • ~ 

-- ,b" = Rob"  
b r , + l = R o b  ,, 

Matrixvector composition 

Instead of looking directly to the ultimate behaviour of the model: 
limn_.~ b ( n ) =  R" oa, one can also first study the aspects of a single matrixvector 
composition: b = R o a. A theorem which is particularly interesting from the point 
of view of  the fuzzification tendency is the following [9]. 

Theorem (Convexity). I f  R is a convex f u z z y  relation on X x Y and A is a convex 
f u z z y  set on X, then B = R o A is a convex f u z z y  set on Y. A f u z z y  set A on X is 
convex if V x l ,  x2~X, VA ~[0, 1]: 

/~A (Axl + (1 - 2t)x2) -~ ~LA (Xl) ̂ /ZA (X2) 

This is shown to hold in the case of a relation R on Xl x X2 x . . .  X,  x Y as 
well, as in the case of a multistage process. 

The impact of this theorem is clear: although the spread of an initial fuzzy input 
set may widen during the model iterations it will still keep convex. Notice that this 
implies no boundary to th.e fuzzification tendency i.e. the final fuzzy output can 
become completely flat, ~or this is still convex. 
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Fuz: ;, relational equations 
In a recent paper [10] Sanchez gave a set of theorems about the solution of 

fuzzy reiational equations. These theorems are derived for the more general case 
of composition of two fuzzy relations 

T ( x , z ) =  V [O(x, y ) ^ R ( y ,  z)] 
y 

T = R o Q  

Before presenting the theorems two extra definitions have to be given, namely 
that of the inverse of a relation R 

R-~(y, x) = R(x, y) Vx, y e X x Y 

and that of the @ composition of two relations 

(O® R)(x, [O(x, y)@ R(y, z)] 

where 

a @ b = l  if a ~ b  

= b  if a > b  

Theorem 1. R ~_ Q- i @ (R o Q) 

Theorem 2. O _ c ( R @ ( R o O ) - l )  -1 

Theorem 3. (O-~ @ T)o O ~ T 

Theorem 4. R o (R @ T- 1)- t c T 

Theorem 5. Given two fuzzy  relations O and T, let ~C be the set of fuzzy  relations R 
such that R o O = T, then ~g =/: O, iff Q- l  @ T ~ ~g, then it is the greatest element of ~C. 

Theorem 6. Given two fuzzy relations R and T, let ~ be the set of fuzzy  relations O 
such that R o O = T then ~ :/: O, iff ( R @ T- l )- l ~ ~, then it is the greatest element of 

And two weaker theorems: 

Theorem 7. Given 0,  T and • = {R I R o O = T} as before. If  ~C:/: 0 tVen 

T(x, z ) ~  V O(x, y) Vx, z c x x z 
y 

Theorem 8. Given R, T and ~ = { O I R o O = T} as before. I[ ~. :/: O then 

T(x,z)<- V R(y, z) Vx, z ~ X x Z  
y 

In the paper [10] Theorems 5 and 6 are also given in case of a min-max 
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composition of fuzzy relations 

T(x, z )= ~ [Q(x, y)v  R(y, z)] 

T= Rz~O 

The theorems remain exactly the same apart from the @ composition, which must 
be replaced by an ® composition. 

(Q®R)(x,z)= V [Q(x, y ) ® R ( y ,  z)] 
Y 

where 

a ® b  = b if a < b  

=0 ifa>~b 

The inverse problem 
In Pappis and Sugeno [11] the above treated inverse problem is restricted to the 

problem of finding all fuzzy subsets a, given a fuzzy relation R and a fuzzy subset 
b, such that 

R o a = b  

Contrary to the solutions of Sanchez [10] they do not only give an upperbound for 
the inverse solutioa, but they derive a number of lower bounds to this inverse 
solution as well. In their theorem a few definitions are used which are presented 
below: 

The O-composition a @ b = 1 

=b 

if a<~b, 

i f a > b .  

The @-composition a @ b = 0 if a < b, 

=b if a>~b. 

The 4~-set. Given a column vector a = ( a 1 " "  am) r such that a+=~ or 0, i= 
1 , . . . ,  m, with ~=  Vi a+ then the set qb(a) of column vectors 4}(a) is defined as 

• (a) = {~b(a)} 

where 

• • • 

~i = a or 
m 

+,-a  
i = l  

O, i=  1 , . . .  m 

that is, qb(a) has as its components column vectors &(a), where each column 
vector consists of only one non-null element a. Thus if there are k non zero 
elements (=a) in a, there are k vectors in ~(a). The same notion of 4~-set is 
applied tc a matrix by splitting it up in columns. 
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The ®-composition of fuzzy relation matrix R on X × Y with fuzzy vector b on Y 
is: 

Theorem. Given a relation matrix R and a fuzzy  vector b. Assume that { a l a o R =  
b} ¢ ~. Then all fuzzy  vectors a such that aoR = b are given by 

V (4,R®b))T<~a~<A (R@b) r, V~b(R®b) e @(R®b). 

Notice that the least upper bound stems from Sanchez [10] while the lower bound 
consists of a set of bounds. With this theorem it is possible to find all the possible 
inputs which would give the same output for a certain linguistic model. 

Powers of relation matrix 

It is clear that the above analysis of the matrix-vector composition will not 
provide any clues regarding the output behaviour of the model when it is 
iteratively applied. In this subsection we will therefore proceed with the analysis 
of the powers of the fuzzy relation matrix R, for it is clear that the behaviour of 
these powers determines the output behaviour. 

Most of the theory about powers of matrices deals with Boolean matrices and 
only a few theorems are known about lattice matrices. The fuzzy relation matrices 
that we are considering here are lattice matrices. In the definition of Zadeh, a 
fuzzy set is characterized as a (membership) function of a non-empty set into the 
closed real interval [0, 1]. This concept of a fuzzy set has been generalized by 
Goguen, who defines a fuzzy set as a mapping from a non-empty set to a partially 
ordered set (poset), or more interestingly to a lattice. 

Remember that a lattice L is defined as a poset in which any two elements x 
and y have a greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) denoted by x ^  y, and a least upper 
bound (l.u.b.), denoted by x v y. 

Clearly any theorem proven for lattice matrices is applicable in our case, but 
theorems for Boolean Matrices are not. These theorems have to be investigated 
before they can be generalized for fuzT, y matrices. Thus we proceed to do. 

We start with a theorem which has been proven for lattice matrices in Give'on 
[12]. 

Theorem (Periodicity). If A is a (n. n)-matrix over a distributive lattice, the 
sequence of consecutive powers will ulti~nately be periodic 

with 

A, A 2 , . . . , A " - J , , 4 " , A  ''~l . . . . .  A " + P - I , A  "'+p= A "  . . . .  

A " ÷ h =  A"+k h = k {rood p). 

This theorem stems from the fact that the number of different powers of a 
matrix must be finite because .he v.umber of distinct elements in the matrices is 
finite. In the case of fuzzy matrices ~,he number of distinct elements in all matrices 
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is equal to the original nu~lber of distinct elements (d) in A because the max and 
min of two elements equals one of these elements. Hence  the maximum number  
of matrices is 

m + p < ~ ( d )  "~. 

Notice that this latter bound is often much too high as simple examples show 
(remark that if in the sequence of powers p = 1, the powers are convergent).  

In Give 'on [12] a few more theorems on powers are derived which are only 
briefly presented here (I  is the identity matrix, A*  is the adjoint of A and + 
between matrices indicates their I.u.b.). 

~ i f  k >i n then for each natural number  p 

A ~: ~< Ak+p'"'~ 

- - i [  k >I r then A k < A" ( I + A )"- ~ for some r. For r = O we get that A k <~ 
( I  + A ) " -  1 holds for any k. Hence 

~ A t' = ( I + A )  ' - I  = A*  
k = O  

~ i [  I <~ A then Ak<~ Ak+l holds for any k. In particular A k =  A "-I holds [or 
k >>- n, hence A *  = A "-~. 

This latter theorem is the generalization of the well-known theorem on con- 
vergence of Boolean matrices, which states that if the matrix contains the identity 
matrix, the powers converge in less than n steps to the adjoint  of the matrix [13]. 
By carefully lt;oking at the proof of this theorem one can easily generalize it to 
fuzzy matrices which has been done in Thomason [14]. We will systematically 
summarize the theorems on convergence below. 

Theorem (Convergency). I f  ]:or a certain k" A k<<- A TM, then A converges. 

This stems from the fact that if in general A ~< B then A o C ~< B o C, so that  if 
A k ~ A k + 1 then A k ~< A k+ ~ <~ A k+2 ~ . . . .  Because the number of matrices is 
finite, the powers eventually converge 

A k ~< Ak+~ <~ A k + 2 ~ . . . . ~  A ~ = AC+~ = . . . .  

Notice that the theorem also holds if ::lk : Ak >I Ak+l because A >~ B implies that 
A o C >I B o C. The sequence then continuously decreases down to some AC. 

Apart  from this general theorem on convergence it is also possible to prove that 
under  stronger restrictions, A converges in less than n steps [14]. 

Theorem. I[  V,i, j, ::lk <~n such that a~j <~Aik^akj  then A converges to A c, c<~ 
n - - 1 .  

The proof of this theorem is a direct generalization of the proof for Boolean 
matrices [13]. Moreover  it is also possible to prove that: 

if" V i, ]" aii >I aij or ai~ >i a#, then A converges to AC, c ~ n - 1 
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Stronger conditions obviously also suffice: 

i f  V i, ], k"  a ,  >I ajk then A converges to A ~, 

o r  

c < ~ n - 1  

303 

i f  I <<-A then A converges to A~, 

Notice that the last condition is V i : %  
possible element. It can also be proven that in these last two cases the following 
holds 

A converges to A ~, c <<- n - 1, wi th  A c = A *  

c<<_n-1 .  

= 1 which is obviously the greatest 

where the adjoint of a square matrix a is the square matrix A * = ( a  0) with 
a o = iAjil where IAj, I is the determinant of the minor A~i obtained from A by 
deleting row j and column i. This is a direct generalization of the well-known 
theorem for Boolean matrices. 

In summary we have the following analytical results which apply to the powers 
of a fuzzy relation matrix A" 

- - A  either oscillates or converges (diverging is of course impossible) 
- - i f  3k"  A k ~< A k + ~ or A k I> A k+l then A converges 
mif one of the following conditions is satisfied, A converges to A c, c <~ n -  1 

(a) each element a o <~ aik A aki for some k 
(b) the diagonal elements of a are the largest in their rows or columns 
(c) the diagonal elements of A are the largest elements 
(d) the diagonal elements of A are equal to one 

- - i f  conditions (c) or (d) are satisfied A converges to A ~= A*, c ~ n - 1 .  
Remark that if the power of the (n, n) relation matrix R converges to A ~, 

c ~ n - 1 ,  the output of the linguistic model converges to 

lim b(k)= lim R koa = R ~ o a  

F u z z y  eigenvectors 

There is probably no need to remark that the usual approach in linear algebra 
to the problem of an iterated matrix-vector composition is that of eigenvectors. If 
a (n, n)-matrix A has n linearly independent eigenvectors xi with eigenvalues Ai 
and if the largest eigenvalue A1 is dominant, then for any vector v with a 
component ~1xl in the direction of x~ 

lim A k v  = lim Alkt~lX,. 
k--*o~ k---*~ 

We know that this theore~a does not hold for the fuzzy matrix-vector compositio~a 
because this is no linear vector space. However, it would be very interesting to 
study the fuzzy counterpart of eigenvectors because that would have consequ- 
ences for the convergence of the linguistic model behaviour. 

In Sanchez [15] the fuzzy eigenvector problem is formulated as follows. 
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Given a square fuzzy relation matrix R and a discrete fuzzy set (vector) a, then 
a is called an eigen fuzzy set associated with the relation R if: 

Roa=a 

that is, if 

~/[a(x)  ^ R(x, y)] = a(y). 
x 

In [13] three methods to find the greatest eigen fuzzy set (GEFS) associated 
with R, are discussed where 'greatest' shGuld be interpreted to mean that it is not 
included in any other. 

Let a~ be the fuzzy set on X defined by 

a,(y)= V R ( x ,  y) 
x 

and let the constant fuzzy set ao be defined by 

ao(z) = A a,(y)= A V R ( x ,  y). 
y y x 

Evidently ao is an eigen fuzzy set of R. Now define 

a,,+l=Roa,= R"oa~ f o r n ~  > 1. 

then it can be p;oved that the sequence is decreasing and bounded below" 

a ,  ~ a2 =_ • • • ~_ an ~ a,+l ~- • • • ~ ao. 

Now the first method to find the GEFS is to apply R to al interatively. One will 
find an a, so that 

a l ~ o  . . ~ a n  = t~n+  1 - -  a n + 2 " - - . . .  

where n is less or equal to the cardinality of X, that is, the dimension of the 
matrix Ro "rilis a, is the GEFS. 

-~ne ~.z.~ond method to fiad the GEFS consists of the following steps: 
Step 1. Find the greatest elements in each column of R'M,~ R(x, y). 
Step 2. Find the column which contains the smallest of these elements r =  
Ay V x R(x, y). Say this is the ith column. 
Step 3. Delete the ith column and ith row of R, reducing it to R'. 
Step 4. Set r in the ith position of the GEFS. 
Step 5. Return to step 1 with R'  instead of R with the restriction that if the next 
r' is smaller than the previous r, r should be put in the appropriate position of the 
GEFS. 

The third method is essentially the same as the first one. Instead of computing 
the successive a. = R oa~_l one directly computes the powers of R" R" = R oR "-1 
and evaluates an = V ~ R'~(x, y) from there. As soon as a.+l = an then the GEFS is 
a n . 
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The theory of fuzzy eigenvectors or eigen fuzzy sets should not be misinter- 
preted as to mean that any linguistic model output ultimately converges to such an 
eigen fuzzy set. In Section 3.2 it is shown that this outpht can either oscillate or 
converge under certain conditions (diverging is of course impossible). The theory 
of eigen fuzzy sets should be interpreted as an upper bound on the linguistic 
model output 

b ( k ) = R k o a  

It is easily shown that 

V a ' R o a =  V a(x )^R(x ,  y)<~ V R(x, y)=a~  
x x 

and more generally 

V a  " R k oa <~ V Rk(x, Y) = ak 
x 

In Sanchez [16] it is proven that besides 

ao ~_ • • • c_ a .  c a n - 1  c:: • • • c a 2 c a 1 

the following also holds: 

m if an is a GEFS then Vk>In'ak  = an, 

3n  ~card  X" a, is the GEFS. 

This means that ultimately the linguistic model output, irrespective whether it 
oscillates or converges, is bounded by the GEFS a, that is, for large enough k, 
b(k) is always a fuzzy subset of a,. 

Notice that this a,, is the upper bound, but that ao =/~y ~/x R(xy) is not the 
lower bound. 

Notice furthermore that if the model output converges at all, it does not 
necessarily converge to an. 

If the power of the fuzzy matrix R converges to R c, c ~< n - 1  then 

lim b (k )=  lim Rkoa = R ` o a  
k.-..~oo k- - - ,~  

which is not necessarily equal to a,  either. 

4. Conclusions and discussion 

After having presented the main elements of the linguistic modelling approach 
in Section 2, we have tried to give an analytical framework for the dynamic 
behaviour of the linguistic model. We do not claim to have developed an integral 
anal-ltical framework. We have only provided some portions of the framework. 
We have centered the analysis around the fuzzy relation matrix by recognizing the 
problem as one of an iterated fuzzy matrix-vector composition. Therefore we 
started with the analysis of a single matrix-vector composition. Some theorems 
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about the inverse problem were presented. The analysis of the ultimate model 
behaviour was divided in two parts, namely the analysis of 

- - the  convergence of the powers of the matrix and hence of the model output 
and 

- - the  existence of stable states, that is, fuzzy vectors which are invariant under 
matrix composition (eigenvectors). 

We showed the conditions under which the powers of a fuzzy relation matrix 
converge and to what matrix they converge. Notice that the requirement that the 
diagonal elements of the fuzzy matrix are the largest is quite strong and will 
generally not be satisfied by the linguistic model relations. We have shown that 
the existence of a greatest fuzzy eigenvector did not have to satisfy any such 
condition and that there existed several ways to obtain it. That particular 
eigenvector is however not more than an upper bound to the ultimate model 
output and does not imply anything about possible convergence. 

Clearly there is not yet much known about convergence of linguistic models, 
that is, about the convergence of powers of fuzzy matrices, surely not as much as 
is known about powers of Boolean matrices and stochastic matrices. It would be 
quite useful if we had results like those reported in Rosenblatt [17] concerning 
Boolean and stochastic matrices. Obviously there is a serious need for generaliza- 
tions of properties of powers of these kind of matrices similar to the theorems 
reported in Dijkman and Lowen [18]. 

In oar analysis of a linguistic model we have considered the model as one fuzzy 
relation. In the application examples of t3, 4] however the linguistic model~ 
consist of more blocks of relations, which are coupled by interrelations, so that 
the results of the beforegoing analysis are not directly applicable. There are two 
ways of handling this problem. First it is always possible to merge all different 
blocks of relations into one superrelation encompassing all variables and all 
relations together. This relation might be interesting from a theoretical viewpoint 
but will be quite useless in practice because of its tremendous dimensionality. 
Secondly one can try to decompose the complex model into nearly autonomous 
subsystems for the analysis can directly be applied to the single nearly autonom- 
ous relations. Analogously to the decomposition of complex linear dynamic 
systems this decomposition might reveal a distinction between long-term and 
short-term dynamics of the system. 

Last but not least we would like to make some general remarks about the 
mathematical analysis of linguistic models. In a certain sense, it seems to be a 
paradox to want to analyse a model which is explicitly fuzzy and which is 
particularly developed to model inexact vague systems, in an exact mathematical 
way. The rationale for developing linguistic models lies in the bdief that the 
highly analysable mathematical models in terms of differential or difference 
equations were not suitable to fuzzy domains. It seems a paradox that we find 
ourselves developing a new set of exact tools for analysis. If the objective is to 
have methods which are highly analyzable why not stay with the exact numerical 
models. This is e.g. the opinion that seems to have been expressed in Madani [1] 
about the analysis of the fuzzy logic control epplications of linguistic models [ 19]. 

In our view this apparent paradox shoui¢ be tempered. One should certainly 
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not try to reduce the inherent fuzziness of the model in order to fit it into some 
analytical framework. But if it is possible to analyse the model without falling 
back into the pitfalls of the classical mathematical approaches, why not do it? It 
should not be forgotten that the whole fuzzy set theory is essentially a method to 
analyse inherently fuzzy phenomena ih a mathematically exact way. 
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